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Church design applications that prioritize sustainability and energy-effi cient buildings, state that 
the key to success is “an integrated design approach with careful attention to the building site and 
layout, envelope, mechanical and electrical systems.” A well-designed thermal building envelope 
is one of the integral components that ties all these main factors together. Fox Blocks is a singular 
building product that provides a continuous thermal, air-tight, high-performance building envelope.

Fox Blocks has proven successful for all these integrated design applications. The National 
average energy effi ciency/heating and cooling operational cost savings are reported at 46% vs. 
conventional wood stick or steel frame or insulated masonry construction; some church projects 
report 50%-60% energy savings and utility bill reductions. This has resulted in dramatic KBTU 
monthly and annual savings which ultimately provides operational cost savings which is extremely 
important to churches as their budget funding is typically provided by the congregation.

Acoustics are also very important for churches, auditoriums or worship centers. Churches require 
good interior acoustics to deliver a clear and impactful message and clear and uplifting music. The 
Fox Blocks double insulated concrete walls provide an excellent means for providing this acoustic 
performance by providing sound ratings of STC 50+ to reduce the ambient traffi c or exterior noises 
and room to room noise reduction. The superior Fox Block sound wall separates the outside world 
from the inside gathering of congregation offering another acoustical benefi t for delivering worship.

In the design analysis of selecting a wall assembly 
and construction method, many building materials 
and assemblies will be considered. This strategic 
decision must review all aspects of each with an 
‘apples to apples’ understanding for each element, 
plus thoughts toward longevity and comfort for the 
life of the building. 

Compared to a typical CMU wall assembly requiring 
added material, additional sub-trades add to the 
overall material and labor costs per sq.ft. of wall. 
The Fox Blocks wall assembly with inherent 
properties for high-performance insulation, air 
barrier, vapor barrier and attachments for fi nishes 
eliminates the requirement for several sub-trades 
and exceeds the quality of the overall wall 
assembly at a reduced cost.

Insulated Concrete Form (ICF) technology has grown into a mainstream 
choice for the new construction of churches in markets across North America.
In-place performance has shown ICFs to be a proven wall assembly for 
churches/temples/places of devotion. From a lower fi rst cost to shortened
construction schedules to in-place wall performance, a double insulated
concrete wall assembly has worship facilities singing praises and gaining
national recognition for their energy effi ciency, acoustical superiority.

The following Fox Blocks projects exemplify the benefi ts and advantages of 
building with ICFs and have been recognized nationally as innovative ICF projects.
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Complete CMU Assembly 
with R10 $43.15 sq.ft. 

Installed

Complete ICF Assembly 
with R23 $39.25 sq.ft. 

Installed
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ST. JUAN DIEGO ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
Chandler, AZ  .  2018 National ICF Builder Award Winner

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This 22.500 square foot church features 18 different elevation changes, multiple 
arched openings, columns and 650+ embeds to support the roof trusses. The 
semicircular chancel has radius ICF walls 60 feet in diameter that stretch 30 feet 
(22 courses) above the footer. The ICF gable extends 20 feet beyond that, 
topping out at 50 feet above grade with no intermediate fl oors.

What is also unique to this project is the HVAC package, an innovative underfl oor 
system with vents installed beneath the chapel seating area. Considering the 
40-foot-high ceilings, it’s the most effi cient way to keep the congregation
comfortable. In another nod to sustainability is the site orientation and LED 
lighting maintained with motion sensors.

“The overall complexity of the tall radius walls and the multitude of elevation 
changes make this church one of the most diffi cult we have ever completed. 
A project of this magnitude naturally attracts attention, and the church has had 
numerous site visits from local contractors, architects and structural engineers,” 
says Rod Fetters of ICF Specialist.

PROJECT STATISTICS
Location: Chandler, AZ
Type: Catholic Church
Size: 22,536 SF (fl oor)
ICF Use: 41,429 SF
Cost: $7.2 Million

PROJECT TIMELINE
Total Construction: 68 Weeks
ICF Installation Time: 76 Days
See Case Study Here.

SAN FRANCISCO DE ASIS CATHOLIC CHURCH & SCHOOL
Flagstaff, AZ  .  2017 National ICF Builder Award Winner

PROJECT STATISTICS
Location: Flagstaff, AZ
Type: Catholic Church School &
  K-12 Private School
Size: 90,000 SF (fl oor)
ICF Use: 51,610 SF
Cost: $16 Million

PROJECT TIMELINE
Total Construction: 2.5 Years
ICF Installation Time: 180 Days
See Case Study Here.

Fox Blocks has an extensive webpage with product and technical information 
and application videos (foxblocks.com). For U.S. West Inquiries, contact Randy Daniels 
(randy@foxblocks.com); for U.S. East Inquiries, contact Justice Olson (justice@foxblocks).

https://www.foxblocks.com/case-studies/2018-st-juan-diego
https://www.icfmag.com/2017/10/san-francisco-de-asis-church/
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ST. MATTHEW CATHOLIC CHURCH
Bellevue, NE  .  2022 ICF Builder Award 2nd Runner-Up

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This 37,000-square-foot complex was designed to incorporate a dramatically 
sloped roof with steel structural point loads intergraded into the ICF wall 
connections. Various window sizes, combined with the numerous elevation 
changes, sloped walls, cathedral walls, made for an extremely complex build. 

One of the major design features is the building’s transparency. As one enters the 
narthex, they are met by a wall of suspended opaque glass panels surrounding 
the baptistery, making it a focal point of the building. This design concept then 
allowed for a two-sided tabernacle to be placed between the sanctuary and the 
chapel. The nave is also designed as a semicircle rather than a long, narrow nave, 
which allows the farthest pew to be only 62 feet from the altar steps, rather than 
double that in a conventional church, making the worship space more intimate.

When construction began, extremely wet conditions, including flooding, delayed 
the process. Then the pandemic hit. Even with these delays and the complexity 
of the build, the building was finished on time. Parishioners were able to hold ser-
vices in their very own building in November of 2020. The priest and the diocese 
are incredibly pleased with the project.

It is projected that ICF construction will dramatically offset operating costs over 
the life of the building versus that of conventional construction.

In addition to the many national awards and recognition of the architectural 
features of the project, the Nebraska Chapter of the American Concrete Institute 
(ACI) recently awarded the church with the 2021 Award for Outstanding 
Achievement for the creative use of concrete to construct the project.

PROJECT STATISTICS
Location: Bellevue, NE 

Type: Church
Size: 37,000 SF
ICF Use: 22,700 SF
Cost: $9 Million

PROJECT TIMELINE
Total Construction: 81 Weeks
ICF Installation Time: 100 Day
See Case Study Here.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This 90,000 square foot Catholic Church/Private School incorporated several 
distinctive design features, they include soaring 40' gables, sloped gable end 
walls matching the roof pitch and a bell tower which perhaps was the most 
challenging part of the build, the bell tower has cantered walls which are wider 
at the base than it is at the top. This project was built through the cold winter 
months, one inherent feature that’s unique to ICF construction is its ability to 
extend the building season in the coldest of climates due to it’s exceptional 
insulating values during the concrete pouring process. Adjacent to the Church 
is a K-12 school. The Archdiocese has built numerous schools, churches, and 
administrative buildings using ICF technology. 

With soaring ICF gables and an elegantly sloped bell tower, it is truly a landmark 
project for the region. “There is no building in northern Arizona that utilizes the 
ICF concept as this project has,” says Rick Chalupnik, a project manager at 
ICF Specialist who supervised the install.

Phil McEvoy, St. Matthews Catholic 
Church being presented the 2021 
NE ACI Award by Darryl Ulrich 
with Fox Blocks.

https://www.foxblocks.com/case-studies/st-matthew-catholic-church



